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PRODUCT INFORMATION

VAPPRO 800
Multi-Purpose Cleaner/Degreaser
NATO STOCK NUMBER: 6850-32-076-1080

DESCRIPTION
Vappro-800 is a water-based heavy-duty multi-purpose cleaner/degreaser. It is specially
formulated using powerful detergents, emulsifiers, wetting agents and Vapor Corrosion Inhibitor
to meet the requirements for cleaning heavy vehicles and
provides temporary corrosion protection.
This product will clean and dissolve grease, oils, road
film, insect residues, smoke and soot, and similar types of
accumulated debris from automobiles, large and small
transport trucks, trailers, buses, taxis, boats, mobile
homes, recreational vehicles, planes and farm equipment.
When used with pressure washing equipment, this product
provides effortless cleaning, rapid penetration through
layers of buildup, and streak-free rinsing from surfaces.

This compound safely cleans road film from
expensive automotive finishes without diluting the
luster. The product is safe enough to be used on
glass, aluminum and most types of painted and
finished metallic surfaces. An added safety feature
of this compound is that it will not damage, dry or
crack rubber and plastic moldings around windows and doors.

This product is so versatile that it may be used by a wide variety of industrial and
institutional facilities such as truck fleets, auto and truck rental agencies, bus garages,
commercial car washes, new and used car dealers, equipment rental companies, military
equipment, military vehicle, mobile home and recreational vehicle dealers, vehicle
maintenance shops and aircraft maintenance shops.
The details of our products are given completely free of undertaking. Since their application lies outside our control, we cannot accept any liability for the results.
User shall determine the suitability of the product for its intended use, and user assumes all risk and liability whatsoever in connection therewith.

While most cleaning compounds available on the market today are simply blends of
surfactants and detergents, Vappro-800 offers improved cleaning plus corrosion
protection action. Cleaned surfaces bright and shiny. No need to wipe or polish surfaces.

VAPPRO-800

FEATURES
*Heavy-duty chemical cleaner and degreaser with unique cleaning action through
solubilization of hydrocarbon deposits.
*Inhibitor against corrosion attack on metals leaves temporary protective coating.
*Non-toxic, non-corrosive, phosphate free and biodegradable.
*Provides excellent cleaning action at low temperatures.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
Dilution ratios vary according to degree of soil, type of soil to be removed, amount of
sudsing desired and temperature and amount of pressure available with equipment.
Some suggested dilution is as follows:
Heavy accumulations
Cars, Taxis, Light Soils
Boats, Mobile Homes,
Recreational Vehicles

1:30 with water
1:50 with water
1:80 with water

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Color
Clarity
Viscosity
PH
Specific Gravity
Shelf Life
Flash Point
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Light Golden Yellow
Clear
Slight
12.25 to 13.00
1.080 to 1.090
2 Years in sealed container
Non flammable
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